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After securing additional funding, setting up the lab space, and building my research team within the newly established
Cambridge Babylab (https://www.babylab.psychol.cam.ac.uk/meet-labs/embodied-attention-learning) in the first year of
my fellowship, I planned to focus on data collection in the academic years 2019/20 and 2020/21. Unfortunately, due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, we have not been able to return to the lab since March 2020 as we work with vulnerable
populations (young children with genetic syndromes). I am very grateful to Newnham College for recognising the severe
impact this has had on my research and extending my fellowship. This has enabled me to focus on establishing a new
(Covid-proof) research stream, complementing my lab work, and thus strengthening my research programme.
Research programme. My research focuses on the early development of attention and motor abilities, and how these
interact with parental behaviour in real-world environments over developmental time and constrain other domains (such
as language). Children with various neurodevelopmental disorders often present with attentional and motor difficulties
early in development, yet we know very little about how this constrains their everyday interactions, affects their learning,
and potentially changes their developmental pathways. My research programme consists of two parallel but
complementary streams of research:
(1) Lab-based: focused on understanding the fine-grained dynamics of learning in young children with and without
genetic syndromes (Down syndrome and Williams syndrome) in interaction with their parents using learning
paradigms and specialist state-of-the-art head-mounted eye-tracking technology
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCWKNtMOKJA);
(2) Home-based (Covid-proof): capturing the everyday experiences of infants and toddlers with and without genetic
syndromes by using miniature head-mounted cameras and special language-recording devices (the language
environment analysis [LENA] system; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKq6gudBILs).
The combination of these research streams powerfully allows both the detailed study of mechanisms in tightly controlled
laboratory environments and probing of the ecological validity of these findings. Understanding how learning emerges
through interaction between the developing child and parent, and how it is constrained by attentional and motor
difficulties, are necessary steps for building a basis for future interventions and evidence-based practices. The integration
of my research programme through collaborations across disciplines (https://www.ucl.ac.uk/london-down-syndromeconsortium/research-themes) will ultimately lead to a more comprehensive understanding of developmental processes –
and shift the way we think about human development.
Other academic positions. I am an Affiliated Lecturer in the Department of Psychology, University of Cambridge and an
Associate Research Fellow at Birkbeck, University of London.
Grant funding. I am a Co-Investigator in a team that was awarded Research Council (ESRC) funding (£560k). This is in
addition to charity funding I obtained in 2018/19, which demonstrates that my research is of interest to a range of
stakeholders.
Invited talks and conferences. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, my invited talks at UCL, King’s College London, Aston
University, and Trinity College Dublin were cancelled or rescheduled to be delivered virtually later this year. This was also
the case for many of the conferences I had planned to attend.
Teaching and academic service. As in the first year of my fellowship, I have very much enjoyed being involved in teaching,
despite the added challenge of adapting teaching to online delivery. As a Module Leader with Dr Sarah Foley, I codesigned PBS6 Module 1 (Understanding development: moving beyond the nature-nurture debate), a series of eight
lectures (of which I delivered four) and associated supervisions. I have been a Supervisor and an Assessor for PBS6.
Furthermore, I have been a Research Supervisor for six internship/placement students, five BSc students, two MPhil
students, and a PhD student (and an advisor to an additional two PhD students). I have also been an Admissions
Interviewer in PBS for Newnham College and Corpus Christi College. As a Guest Lecturer on undergraduate and
postgraduate modules, I delivered a number of lectures and seminars at various universities in the UK and abroad,
including Birkbeck, University of London; Masaryk University, Czech Republic; and UCL Institute of Child Health.
Outreach. As part of student outreach, I have continued to organise and deliver the PBS Sutton Trust Summer School and
participated in the Oxford and Cambridge Collaborative Outreach Conference. For my research outreach, in response to
the Covid-19 pandemic, I adapted our annual World Down Syndrome Day celebrations for online delivery
(https://www.babylab.psychol.cam.ac.uk/world-down-syndrome-day-2021-celebration).
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